We propose to tackle the problem of verbal multiword expression (VMWE) identification using a neural graph parsing-based approach. Our solution involves encoding VMWE annotations as labellings of dependency trees and, subsequently, applying a neural network to model the probabilities of different labellings. This strategy can be particularly effective when applied to discontinuous VMWEs and, thanks to dense, pre-trained word vector representations, VMWEs unseen during training. Evaluation of our approach on three PARSEME datasets (German, French, and Polish) shows that it allows to achieve performance on par with the previous state-ofthe-art (Al Saied et al., 2018) .
Introduction
Multiword expressions (MWEs) are defined as combinations of multiple lexemes whose overall properties are not readily predictable by those of their components (Baldwin and Kim, 2010) . This idiosyncrasy makes MWEs a well-known challenge for NLP and their ubiquity forces us to find ways to account for them. While all types of MWEs come with their own set of issues, verbal MWEs (VMWEs) stand out as a particularly challenging subclass because of properties like discontinuity, overlap, varying word order, and syntactic or semantic ambiguity. These properties suggest that we have to rely on both syntactic and semantic features to successfully process VMWEs (Savary et al., 2017) . E.g., syntactic information can help us catch long-distance dependencies, while semantic information can prove useful in disambiguating between literal and idiomatic readings.
One of the main tasks that constitute MWE processing is the automatic identification of MWEs in running text which can be used as a preprocessing step for parsing or machine translation. MWE identification can be seen as a sequence labeling task similar to named entity recognition (NER): A system receives sequences of tokens as input and outputs the same sequences with annotation labels added to it (Constant et al., 2017) . As in NER, most parts of the sequence will belong to the negative class, that is, the majority of words is not part of an MWE. However, certain issues that occur when dealing with NEs and MWEs are much more prevalent in case of the latter. Especially with respect to discontinuity. In the PARSEME 1.0 corpus (Savary et al., 2018) , wich comprises datasets of 18 languages, only three of them have a continuity rate of over 80% when it comes to VMWEs. German, the most striking example in this regard, has a continuity rate of 35.7% and 30.54% of its discontinuities are longer than three words (Savary et al., 2017) . In (1), the verb-particle construction teilnehmen 'take part' spans over 13 words and this is not even a particularly excessive example. Much more could be inserted in between the two VMWE components nahmen and teil, e.g. a relative clause, without it sounding marked.
(1) [In] 'In Paris itself roughly a thousand students took part in a rally in the Quartier Latin.' 1
In this paper, we propose a method which identifies VMWE occurrences directly over dependency structures. Relying on existing dependency trees greatly simplifies the task, since VMWEs are usually connected in such trees (Bejček et al., 2012) , even if they are discontinuous on the surface of word sequences as in (1).
In the same vein as (Waszczuk, 2018) , our method is conceptually divided into two layers. The first is concerned with encoding VMWE occurrences as tree labellings, as well as the inverse process of decoding the labellings into VMWE annotations. In the second layer, a probability model which allows to discriminate between different VMWE labellings is used. We propose two probability models, both based on dense feature representations (i.e. pre-trained word embeddings) of input words. Relying on dense features allows to easier generalize beyond training data, on the one hand, and to possibly capture helpful syntactic and semantic cues, on the other hand. 2 The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe related work on VMWE identification. In Sec. 3, we give a detailed description of our methods, in particular the encoding schemata and the labelling models. In Sec. 4, we summarize the experiments we performed to evaluate our approach. Finally, we conclude and mention possible future work in Sec. 5.
Related Work
The MWE identification strategies can be broadly divided into approaches based on deep learning, sequence labelling, and parsing-based methods. Because all of these have different advantages (and are not necessarily mutually exclusive), some systems also pursue a mix of these approaches, e.g., the system proposed here uses both (graphbased) parsing and deep learning methods. Gharbieh et al. (2017) were one of the first to apply deep learning to MWE identification. They tested different network architectures, e.g., a layered feed-forward network and a recurrent neural network, and all of them outperformed more traditional MWE identification methods. The approaches based on deep learning have the advantage that they can easily leverage pre-trained word vectors as features (Constant et al., 2017; Taslimipoor and Rohanian, 2018; Ehren et al., 2018) . The method described in this work also relies on pretrained word vectors. Schneider et al. (2014) addressed the task of MWE identification as a sequence labeling prob-lem. They proposed a sequence labeling scheme (IiOoBb) which allows to represent discontinuous MWEs as well as nested MWEs. The encoding methods we propose also allow to handle discontinuous and, to a certain degree, nested MWEs, with the important difference that they apply to trees rather than sequences.
Previous work on applying parsing-based techniques to MWE identification includes transitionbased (Constant and Nivre, 2016; Al Saied et al., 2018; Stodden et al., 2018) and graph-based (Waszczuk, 2018; Boroş and Burtica, 2018 ) approaches. As shown by the two PARSEME shared tasks (Savary et al., 2017; Ramisch et al., 2018a) , both strategies can be very effective, even without relying on pre-trained word vectors. The method we propose is graph-based and it resembles the one of Waszczuk (2018) in that it relies on global modelling and restricts the labelling decisions to dependency fragments, and the one of Boroş and Burtica (2018) in that it relies on a neural architecture. In comparison with the former, the encoding schemata we propose allow to deal with two important phenomena the method of (Waszczuk, 2018) could not handle -adjacent and disconnected MWE occurrences.
Another way to classify MWE identification approaches is based on whether the process of MWE prediction takes place before, during, or after (syntactic and/or semantic) parsing. The joint solution is typically considered as most promising in that it can potentially improve both MWE identification and parsing results (Constant and Nivre, 2016; Le Roux et al., 2014; Nasr et al., 2015; Simkó et al., 2018) . On this scale, our method clearly fits into the family of post-processing approaches, since it requires the dependency trees on input. Nevertheless, it should be straightforward to extend it to a fully joint solution, notably due to its similarities with the graph-based, arc-factored, neural dependency parsing architecture of (Dozat and Manning, 2017) .
Methods
In this section we describe the methods and models used in the proposed MWE identification approach. In Sec. 3.1, we introduce some basic definitions. In Sec. 3.2, we detail the methods of encoding MWE occurrences as tree labellings. This allows to reduce the problem of MWE identification to the problem of determining the best la-belling of the given (dependency) tree. We propose two solutions to the latter problem, both described in Sec. 3.3.
Basic Definitions
Input Sentence. We define an input sentence of length n as a sequence w = (w i ∈ R d ) n i=1 of vector representations (with dimension d) corresponding to the subsequent input words. The individual vectors w i can be simply defined as input word embeddings, but they can also be the result of preliminary processing (e.g., concatenating the input word embeddings with hidden POS representations).
Dependency Tree. We define a dependency tree as a directed rooted tree G = (V, E), where V is a set of nodes and E ⊂ V × V is a set of arcs. Given (v, w) ∈ E, we say that w is v's head and that v is w's dependent. For simplicity, we blur the distinction between dependency nodes and word identifiers and assume that V = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}, with 0 representing a dummy root node. We additionally define inc(i) = {h ∈ V | (h, i) ∈ E} and out(i) = {j ∈ V | (i, j) ∈ E}.
Encoding
Our methodology relies fundamentally on the idea of encoding MWE occurrences as tree labellings. More precisely, given a sentence and the corresponding dependency tree, the set of MWE occurrences present therein is encoded as a labelling of dependency arcs and nodes. A machine learning method is used to model the probabilities of different labellings, which it learns based on a training dataset of encoded MWE annotations. MWE identification requires a reverse procedure of decoding a given labelling to the set of MWE occurrences.
MWE Occurrence. Each MWE occurrence is represented as a set of tokens in a particular sentence. We are thus not concerned with determining the category of a MWE occurrence (in our experiments we train one model per MWE category).
Basic Encoding
In the basic encoding scheme, we assume that elements of a single MWE occurrence are connected by dependency arcs. The set of MWE occurrences in a sentence with a given dependency tree is encoded as a single labelling function E : E → B defined over the set of arcs E ⊂ V × V of the tree.
Encoding. E (v, w) := 1 for a given arc (v, w) ∈ E iff both v and w belong to a single 
MWE occurrence.
Decoding is a two-stage process. First, a copy of the dependency tree is created in which only the arcs (v, w) ∈ E such that E (v, w) = 1 are preserved. Next, each connected component 3 in the copy of the tree is considered to represent a distinct MWE occurrence.
Limitations. The basic encoding scheme does not handle single-token, disconnected, or overlapping MWE occurrences. In the process of encoding, both single-token and disconnected MWE occurrences get either discarded or trimmed. Overlapping MWE occurrences, on the other hand, get merged.
Extended Encoding
In the extended encoding scheme, the set of MWE occurrences is encoded as a pair of labelling functions V : V → B and E : E → B.
Encoding. V (v) := 1 for a given node v ∈ V iff v is a part of a MWE. E (v, w) := 1 iff both v and w belong to the shortest, undirected path between (any) two component nodes of a single MWE occurrence.
Thanks to node labelling, the extended encoding scheme allows to represent single-token MWE occurrences. Arc labelling, on the other hand, facilitates demarcating adjacent MWE occurrences (see Fig. 1 ). Finally, using a hybrid (node and arc) labelling allows to represent disconnected MWE occurrences (see Fig. 2 ).
Decoding. As in the basic encoding scheme, a copy of the dependency tree consisting of arcs labelled with 1 is created first. To accommodate for single-node MWE occurrences, the set of arcs in this copy is further enriched with {(v, v) : v ∈ La perfusion doitêtreéffectué . . . The perfusion must be done . . . V, V (v)}. Finally, each connected component in the resulting structure is considered as a distinct MWE. However, given a particular MWE component C, only the nodes v ∈ C such that V (v) = 1 are marked as the MWE's elements.
Node and arc labellings can be, in general, inconsistent. An example is a labelling with
Determining an optimal, consistent labelling for a given sentence is therefore a problem of structured prediction.
Limitations. While the extended encoding scheme is more powerful than the basic one, it still cannot deal with certain phenomena. A notable limitation is the inability to represent overlapping MWE occurrences. Another, more practical drawback is that encoding two MWE occurrence components placed far from each other in the dependency tree entails labelling the entire list of arcs in between (not necessarily related to the MWE) with 1's. Such a situation can in particular occur when the dependency structure is obtained automatically in pre-processing. Joint modelling of dependency structures and MWEs (to which, we believe, our work can be extended) would in principle alleviate this issue.
Labelling
We consider two labelling models in this work. The first, local model (see Sec. 3.3.2) relies on the basic encoding scheme (see Sec. 3.2.1) and assumes independence between the labelling decisions for the individual dependency arcs. The second, global model (described in Sec. 3.3.3) adopts the extended encoding scheme (see Sec. 3.2.2) and relaxes the independence assumptions of the first model.
Notation
Given two vectors x ∈ R n and y ∈ R m , we use [x; y] ∈ R n+m to denote the vector concatenation of x and y.
The definitions provided below are set in the context of a specific input sentence w and the corresponding dependency tree G = (V, E). These should be understood as implicit arguments of the individual functions defined below.
Local Model
Score. We define the score vector Φ(i, j) ∈ R 2 of the dependency arc (i, j) ∈ E as:
where MLP is a feed-forward network with a single hidden layer followed by a leaky rectifier and an output layer with two units. The two output scores represent the arc's affinity of not being and being labelled as a MWE component, respectively. Probability. We define the probability distribution P ( E (i, j) | w, G) based on the scores of the arc (i, j) using SOFTMAX:
Prediction. To determine a most probable labelling for a given sentence, we rely on the adopted independence assumption and set the output label E (i, j) to 1 iff P ( E (i, j) = 1 | w, G) > α for each (i, j) ∈ E separately, where α is a threshold over which an arc is considered as a MWE. In the rest of this paper, we simply assume α = 0.5.
Global Model
The second labelling model we consider in this work is a global model in which the score is assigned to the labelling of the entire dependency tree. This model is based on the extended encoding scheme (see Sec. 3.2.2) and it is concerned with both node and arc labellings.
Compound Labels. We introduce a compound labelling function : E → B 3 as:
This function combines the label of the given arc with the labels of the arc's source and target nodes. Modelling enables making predictions about both node and arc labellings and, consequently, handling the extended encoding scheme. Moreover, node labels are shared between different compound labels, which allows to capture inter-label interactions and enables global scoring.
To facilitate the interpretation of compound labels, for a given x = (i, j) we denote x dep = V (i), x arc = E (i, j), and x hed = V (j).
Node Score. We define the node score φ V (i) ∈ R of the dependency node i ∈ V as:
where MLP is a feed-forward network with a single hidden layer followed by a leaky rectifier and a single-unit output layer (with the resulting value accessed via 1 ). The score represents the node's affinity of being labeled as a MWE component. Arc Score. We define the arc score φ E (i, j) ∈ R 8 of the arc (i, j) ∈ E as an 8-element vector whose individual values correspond to the scores of the different (i, j) labelling combinations. Put differently, there are 8 different ways of labelling i, j, and (i, j), and φ E (i, j) provides the score for each of these 8 possibilities.
The score vector φ E (i, j) is calculated using a network consisting of a single hidden layer and two output layers. The output layers contain 8 and 3 units, respectively. The 8 elements of the first output vector γ ∈ R 8 correspond to the scores of the different labelling combinations. The 3 elements of the second output vector δ = (δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 ) ∈ R 3 correspond to the scores of (i) labelling i with 1, (ii) labelling (i, j) with 1, and (iii) labelling j with 1, respectively. These scores are combined to produce the final score vector using the binary masks m 1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1), m 2 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1), and m 3 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1):
For instance, δ 1 m 1 is the scalar multiplication of the mask m 1 by the 1-st element of the vector δ, i.e., δ 1 m 1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, δ 1 , δ 1 , δ 1 , δ 1 ). Hence, δ 1 impacts (equally) all the 4 elements of φ E (i, j) which correspond to labelling the node i with 1.
The motivation behind using both γ and δ is that it can be useful to look at the nodes i, j and the arc (i, j) both jointly and separately, depending on the situation. For instance, if the arc (i, j) belongs to a single MWE, than the score of labelling both i and j with 1 should be high, while the score of labelling only one of them with 1 should be low. This relation can be easily expressed with γ. Conversely, δ may be better in expressing the pattern where one of the nodes i, j can be easily pinpointed as a MWE element, while the other is hard to judge without looking at the other neighboring arcs.
Formally, given the input vector representation [w i ; w j ] of the arc (i, j) ∈ E, the hidden vector and the two output vectors are calculated as follows:
where A 1 , A 2 , A 3 are matrices, b 1 , b 2 , b 3 are the corresponding bias vectors, and σ is the elementwise activation function (leaky rectifier). Arc Scoring Restrictions. We additionally fix the arc score of each compound label (x, 0, y) for any x, y ∈ B to 0. In practice, this means that the non-MWE nodes surrounding a MWE candidate do not influence the choice of marking this candidate as a MWE. This allows to avoid overfitting which could result from relying too much on the surrounding, non-MWE words.
Casting. The set of compound labels B 3 and the set of score vector indices {1, 2, . . . , 8} are isomorphic. In a slight abuse of notation, we therefore treat elements of B 3 and {1, 2, . . . , 8} interchangeably, assuming implicit cast between the objects of these two types.
Local Score. We define the local score vector φ(i, j) ∈ R 8 for a given arc (i, j) ∈ E as the sum of the (i, j)'s arc score and the i's node score:
where x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8} represents a particular compound label, φ V (i)x dep is the node score of the dependent, activated only if it is labelled with 1 (x dep = 1), and φ E (i, j) x is the arc score of the compound label x with respect to the arc (i, j). Global Score. The score Φ( ) ∈ R of a given labelling of the entire tree is defined as the sum of the local scores implied by the global labelling:
Since we assume the dependency structure to be a tree, summing the local scores of all the arcs in the graph is equivalent to summing the node scores of all the nodes and the arc scores of all the arcs in the tree, modulo the dummy root node. 4
Probability. We define the probability of a particular compound labelling as:
where the calculation of Z = exp(Φ( )), the so called partition function (Goldberg, 2017, p. 224) , involves summing over all the possible compound labellings of the given tree. 5 The global model is therefore an instance of a log-linear model which combines the scores determined by the non-linear MLP component. A similar solution can be found in (Durrett and Klein, 2015) .
Due to the arc-factored nature of the model, it is possible to calculate P ( | w, G) -in particular, the partition Z -efficiently, without summing over the exponentially many labellings. This can be done using a variant of the standard inside algorithm, which can be specified using the following recursive function inside : V × B → R:
The partition factor Z is then equal to inside(r, 0) + inside(r, 1), where r is the root of the dependency tree. Prediction involves determining a highestprobability (see Eq. 9) or, equivalently, a highestscore (see Eq. 8) labelling. This can be achieved using a variant of the inside algorithm:
Constraints. Any labelling consistent with the extended encoding scheme (see Sec. 3.2.2) must satisfy the property that, if a node i is labeled with 0, then either zero or more than one arc among {(h, i) | h ∈ inc(i)} ∪ {(i, j) | j ∈ out(i)} is labelled with 1. Put differently, all the nodes on the border of a given MWE occurrence must be marked as its elements.
While this constraint is not directly reflected in the definition of the probability (see Eq. 9), we use it in our implementation of the global model for both prediction and (optionally) training.
Experiments
We now describe the experiments we performed in order to evaluate the methods described in Sec. 3.
Dataset
All the experiments were run on the German (DE), French (FR), and Polish (PL) datasets of the edition 1.1 of the PARSEME corpus (Ramisch et al., 2018b) . This highly multilingual corpus was created in the context of a shared task on the automatic identification of VMWEs and consists of annotated datasets of 20 different languages. The individual datasets are collections of sentences which were, among other things, tokenized, part-of-speech (POS) tagged, lemmatized, and enriched with dependency information. While FR contains solely manual dependency annotations, the dependencies in DE were annotated partly manually and partly automatically. Besides automatic annotations, PL includes dependencies that were converted from a manually annotated constituency treebank.
The VMWE annotation comprises the identification of the words that belong to a VMWE instance, as well as the categorization of the identified instances.
The categories used in the PARSEME annotation framework are lightverb constructions (LVCs), verbal idioms (VIDs), inherently reflexive verbs (IRV), verb-particle constructions (VPC), multi-verb constructions (MVC), and inherently adpositional verbs (IAV).
Our implementation of the global model is currently a prototype and it takes a relatively long time to train a model. 6 We therefore focused on a few languages which come from different families and cover a large spectrum of VMWE-related phenomena. This way, we hope we can test our system on a variety of problems despite the small number of languages. For instance, DE contains a large amount of VPCs, a verb class very common in Germanic, but almost non-existent in Romance or Slavic languages. These VPCs also account for most of the single-token VMWEs in DE which do not occur in FR or PL. The Polish dataset covers a reasonable amount of IAVs, 7 which are rather challenging for our models because of their lack of connectivity in the dependency structures.
Pre-processing
The first pre-processing step we used in our experiments involved removing (multiword) tokens, 6 Around 16 hours were required to train a single global model on the 220465 tokens of the Polish dataset using four cores of a 2.40GHz Xeon E5-2630 machine.
7 IAVs were an experimental PARSEME category and a lot of languages in the PARSEME corpus do not cover them.
such as the contraction du of de le 'of the' in French, from consideration. 8 In the PARSEME datasets, only the expanded forms (i.e., de le rather than du) are annotated at the level of dependency structures and VMWEs.
The second pre-processing operation consisted in adding a dummy root node (with special POS and dependency relation values) to each dependency structure, to enforce that it is actually a tree (as required by the global model, see Sec. 3.3.3) . This was particularly important for the German dataset, in which some of the dependency structures did not satisfy this property.
The two previous steps are carried out automatically by our VMWE identification systems. However, we also performed one full-fledged preprocessing operation of adding the missing lemmas 9 in the French test set. Even though having no impact on the results of the proposed systems, this step was necessary to obtain reliable comparison with the benchmark system (see Sec. 4.3), configured to use lemma information in case of French.
Benchmark System
As a benchmark, we use the system of Al Saied et al. (2018), henceforth called ATILF, a transition-based tagger relying on support vector machines and hand-crafted features for classification. The hand-crafted features are separately specified for each language. ATILF addresses several VMWE challenges at the same time -it is able to handle single-token, discontinuous, nested, and (some forms of) overlapping VMWEs. Without relying on word embeddings or any other external resources, the benchmark system yields stateof-the-art results on the PARSEME corpus 1.1 (Taslimipoor and Rohanian, 2018) . 10
System Implementation
In this subsection we detail the implementation of the proposed systems.
Input
To each word in the input sentence a vector representation is assigned. This representation consists 8 The discarded tokens are restored after identification in order to allow for comparison with gold data.
9 Provided by the shared task's organizers via http:// groups.google.com/group/verbalmwe. 10 ATILF was originally developed for the edition 1.0 of the PARSEME shared task. We therefore converted the relevant files of the PARSEME corpus 1.1 to the format supported by the tool. We used the published, default feature configurations for the individual languages.
of the concatenation of the corresponding (i) FastText word embedding (Mikolov et al., 2018) , (ii) POS embedding, and (iii) dependency label embedding. The latter correspond to the dependency label of the arc connecting the word with its dependency head. The size of the FastText word embeddings is 300. We chose the size of 25 for both POS and dependency embeddings, which should be sufficient given the small number of values they can take. The POS and dependency label embedding vectors are both learned during training, while the FastText embeddings are kept intact.
Network Dimensions
In both labelling models, the size of the network's input layer is determined by the size of the input vector representations. All the scoring networks contain one hidden layer with 200 units, followed by element-wise leaky ReLU. The size of the hidden layer was chosen during preliminary experiments on the French dataset.
Training
Objective. For both labelling models considered in this work we define the training objective for a given tree (V, E) as the sum of the crossentropies between the target and the estimated distributions for the individual arcs (i, j) ∈ E. In case of the local model the arc labelling distributions P ( E (i, j) | w, G) (see Eq. 2) are used, and in case of the global model -the marginal compound labelling distributions P ( (i, j) | w, G). The marginal distributions can be defined in terms of the global probability (see Eq. 9) and calculated efficiently using the inside-outside algorithm.
Backpropagation. In order to use P ( (i, j) | w, G) as a part of the training objective, the inside-outside algorithm needs to be specified in a backpropagation-enabled way. We achieve this by using a library 11 which automatically determines the way to backpropagate the gradient from the output to the input of the inside-outside algorithm. Conveniently, this requires no changes in the structure of the algorithm itself. This is similar to how the inside algorithm can be extended with its outside counterpart automatically, using automatic differentiation (Eisner, 2016) .
Optimization. We used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to train the models for the individual datasets and VMWE categories. We used mini- batches of size 30 and the training length of 60 epochs. We did not apply drop-out. We used the Adam variant (Kingma and Ba, 2015) of the SGD algorithm with the default parameters: initial stepsize α 0 = 0.001, the exponential decay rates β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999, and = 10 −8 . We additionally used a gradually decreasing stepsize α = 
Evaluation Results
We evaluated the two implemented systems and the benchmark (ATILF) system on the development and the test parts of the German (DE), French (FR), and Polish (PL) PARSEME datasets. 12 We trained one local and three global models per language and per VMWE category. Training separate models for different categories allows to partially handle the issue of overlapping VMWE instances, as well as to simplify the architecture (no need to encode the categories in terms of tree labellings). The benchmark system predicts all the categories in one pass. We used the official evaluation script 13 provided by the shared task organizers to calculate all the scores. 12 In contrast to several systems participating in the PARSEME shared task 1.1, we didn't use the development parts for training. This is important in that the development set can contain VMWEs unseen in the training part.
13 Available at https://gitlab.com/parseme/ sharedtask-data/tree/master/1.1/bin/.
As mentioned above, we trained three global models per language and per VMWE category. One model was obtained using constrained training and two models using unconstrained training (see Sec. 3.3.3) . We observed that the results between different training runs can differ significantly. For instance, the LVC.full identification Fscores differed by almost 3% on the FR development set between the two unconstrained models. We therefore used all three models (for each language and VMWE category) to calculate ensemble node scores (see Eq. 4) and ensemble arc scores (see Eq. 5) by simply summing up the corresponding scores coming from the three models. Such ensemble averaging should have a smoothing effect and alleviate the issue of diverging results.
The general results of the three systems on the development and the test sets are presented in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, respectively. The benchmark system and the global model achieve comparable results: ATILF has better overall performance on the development sets, the global model -on the test sets. The results of the local model are consistently lower than those of the global model, which shows the usefulness of extended encoding combined with global scoring. Nevertheless, the local model achieves very competitive results, comparable to those obtained with the best systems participating in the PARSEME shared task 1.1.
More detailed evaluation results are presented in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4. The former shows the performance of the systems across different VMWErelated challenges, while the latter presents their results for the VMWE categories occurring most frequently in the three test sets. These results clearly show that our approach performs particularly well for both discontinuous and unseen VMWEs. Despite its relative simplicity, the local model also yields better results than the benchmark system in these two categories. The global model under-performs in the identification of the identical-to-train VMWEs. This also applies to the local model, which does not perform very well in the category of seen-in-train VMWEs in general. Concerning the VMWE categories, VIDs proved challenging for both our models, especially in DE and PL. This may be due to the arc-factored nature of our approach, which may be inadequate for handling VIDs, often composed from more than two words. On the other hand, our approach proved very effective in case of LVCs (especially in PL) and, somewhat surprisingly, in case of IAVs, consistently disconnected in the PARSEME dependency structures.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we propose a neural, graph-based VMWE identification method relying on the idea that VMWE annotations can be represented as labellings of dependency trees. Couching the task of VMWE identification as syntax-driven labelling allows to transparently handle the issue of discontinuity, a challenging property of VMWEs which makes sequential models poorly adapted for this task. Relying on neural scoring and pre-trained word embeddings, on the other hand, facilitates identifying unseen VMWEs. While the idea of applying parsing-based (in particular, graph-based) methods to VMWE identification is not novel, we show that combining it with a neural scoring component and supplying the system with pre-trained word embeddings allows to achieve overall results on par with state-of-the-art on all three PARSEME datasets we experimented with (German, French, and Polish), and to surpass it as far as handling discontinuous and unseen VMWEs is concerned.
Some VMWE-related challenges, such as overlapping instances, are not very well supported by the encoding schemata we propose. Their enhancement is thus one of the major points for future work. Furthermore, we believe that the system could better support certain classes of VMWEs, in particular verbal idioms, often continuous and consisting of several lexemes. It is difficult to identify such VMWEs by focusing on pairs of input tokens at a time. Possible solutions to this issue include adding a BiLSTM layer in order to contextualize the input word embeddings, as well as increasing the scope of the factors underlying the global model. We plan to explore these possibilities in future work as well. Finally, we would like to extend our model to a joint dependency parsing and VMWE identification solution, and to experimentally check how effective it can be in the setting where the dependency structures are not available on input.
